). Despite the importance of the topic, there is surprisingly only a limited number of online tools for fast and easy prediction of binding affinity. For this reason, we implemented our predictor into the user-friendly PRODIGY web-server. In this protocol, we explain the use of the PRODIGY web-server to predict the affinity of a protein-protein complex from its three-dimensional structure. The PRODIGY server is freely available at: http://milou.science.uu.nl/services/PRODIGY.
protein interactions, PPIs
[Background] Interaction between biomolecules regulate and control almost every biological process in the cell. Studying and understanding these interactions is therefore a crucial step in the investigation of biological systems and in drug design. Many efforts have been devoted to unraveling principles of protein-protein interactions. For this purpose, we introduced a simple but robust descriptor of binding affinity based only on structural properties, mainly intermolecular contacts, of a protein-protein complex . This approach led to the best predictor so far reported. Recently (Vreven et al., 2015) .
Further information about the benchmark, the prediction model and its accuracy can be found online on the 'Dataset' and 'Method' pages of the PRODIGY web-server, respectively. The 3D coordinates should be provided to the server in PDB or mmCIF format.
The input structure/structures can be provided in different ways:
i. By uploading a PDB or mmCIF file.
ii. By providing a PDB code for automatic retrieval from the wwPDB (http://www.wwpdb.org).
iii. By uploading an archive file (.tar, .tgz, .zip, .bz2 or .tar.gz) containing multiple PDB/mmCIF files. This option allows the submission of a unique file when many structures have to be analyzed (e.g., models derived from docking simulations).
b. Chains -mandatory
It is necessary to specify chains identifiers for the molecules involved in the interaction. If one (or both) interacting molecule is made of multiple chains at the interface, they all have to be provided separated by comma.
c. Temperature -optional
The user can specify at which temperature to perform the calculation of the dissociation constant (Kd). If nothing is specified, PRODIGY will use 25 °C by default.
d. Job name -optional
If provided, the job name will be used to identify your run. Otherwise a random label will be assigned.
e. Email -optional
If an email is provided, a link to the results will be sent when the job has completed. B. How to use PRODIGY web-server
Submitting a prediction
Here we describe the process of submitting a prediction run to the PRODIGY web-server ii. Give a name to your prediction run. No spaces or special characters other then '-' or '_' are allowed. For this example we will name our run '1E6J_prediction'.
iii. Add your email address to be notified when your job is done and receive the link to the results page.
d. We are now ready to send the prediction to PRODIGY: Click on the Submit button at the bottom of the page. e. A prediction usually does not take more than a few minutes. After this time, you will be redirected to the result page. If an email has been provided (see the above step B1c.iii), you will be notified when the prediction is complete and receive a link to the results page. Please note that the results are only stored for 2 weeks.
The result page
The result page is organized in three sections, reporting different information:
a. Binding affinity and Kd prediction
The name identifiers of your complex, which contains the PDB code of the retrieved file (or the name of the input you upload) is reported, together with the predicted ΔG (in kcal mol 
